THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS

$500 AND UP

Nancy & Don Adams
Michael & Ruth Bowman
Anne Bradburn
Hank & Barbara Caddell
Elise Cahn
Martha Collins
Marianne Cufone
Marjorie Esman
John Goodman
Hartwig Moss Insurance Agency
Robert Hastings
Webb Haymaker
Shelley Hesse
Bradley Hiatt
Jeanette Jaffe
Jewish Communal Fund
Kenneth Knevel & Toby Burroughs
Harry Lowenburg
Anne Lowenburg
Melissa Marshall & Hirsch Katzen
Glenn Miller
My Morning Jacket
Bev & Ray Nichols
NOLA Brewing
Beth Olmstead
Partisan Arts, Inc.
Cynthia Ramseur
Revolutions Per Minute
Laura Scriba
Louis Skrmetta
Tippy Tippens
Trashy Diva
Waltzer, Wiygul & Garside, LLC
Mary West
Todd Wimberly

FOUNDATIONS

Jelks Family Foundation
Woolard Family Foundation
Racoosin Family Foundation
Rosenthal & Jacobs Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Common Stream/Currents of Change
Curtis & Edith Munson Foundation
Greater New Orleans Foundation
Jewish Endowment Foundation
Keith Campbell Foundation
Kresge Foundation
McKnight Foundation
Walton Family Foundation

Special thanks to Aveda Salons & staff for 10 years of generous support. They have raised over $3.4 million for clean water!

“Positive change can happen. It is happening! Gulf Restoration Network is leading the way.”
Melissa Marshall, GRN Member

UNITED FOR A HEALTHY GULF
2016 Annual Report
**MISSION**
Gulf Restoration Network is committed to uniting and empowering people to protect and restore the natural resources of the Gulf Region.

**VISION**
The Gulf of Mexico will continue to be a natural, economic and recreational resource that is central to the culture and heritage of five states and several nations. The people of the region will be stewards of this vital but imperiled treasure, and assume the responsibility of returning the Gulf to its former splendor.

**EXPENSES**
- 16%: Sustaining Coastal Communities
- 15%: Conserving Marine Life
- 12%: Gulf Restoration
- 10%: Cleans & Healthy Waters
- 8%: Resisting Dirty Energy
- 6%: Admin
- 5%: Fundraising

**INCOME**
- 55%: Members & Events
- 27%: Monthly Givers
- 8%: Business Partnerships
- 6%: Foundations & Grants
- 4%: Aveda Earth Month

Ackie Adams consistently goes above and beyond by fundraising for Gulf Restoration Network through Aveda Earth Month. In 2016, she joined GRN’s board of directors!
2016 AT A GLANCE

February: In response to a lawsuit filed by GRN, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Alabama restricted Alabama and federal officials from spending $58.5 million of BP drilling disaster “natural resource restoration” funds to construct a hotel and conference center along an Alabama beach.

April: Through the advocacy of GRN and Texas residents, the RESTORE Council funded six BP restoration projects along the Texas Coast totaling $26 million.

Through monitoring, commenting, and challenging Corps of Engineers wetland destruction permits, GRN helped protect and restore 4,890 acres of wetlands in Gulf states in 2016.

August: GRN and partners pressured agencies to increase mitigation for a destructive oil pipeline project. This advocacy resulted in over 4,000 more acres added to the Maurepas Swamp Wildlife Management Area.
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“Positive change can happen. It is happening! Gulf Restoration Network is leading the way.”
- Melissa Marshall, GRN Member